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dynamic storage allocation fifty percent rule equilibmrm behavior 

1. The tw*thirds rule for dynamic storage a&a*~u 
U equilibrium 

In this note we consider a dynamically allocated 
storage systetpl for variable-&? records, as described 

(Section 2.5). We assume that storage 
is allocated according to a “best-fit” strategy. Frez 
memory blocks are kept in the Inked list AVAIL 
while USE is the set of reservec? blocks. Let N and M 
be the average number of blocks fn USE and AVAIL, 
35spectively. As in [ 11 we 3ssUnze that the system is 
in “equilibriun$‘, SC that N and M remain constant. 
Let (1 -p) be the probability that a request for a 
block of size x$s satisfmed exactly by one of the 
blocks in AVAIL. Knuth shows +‘nat under $quilib- 
rium implying that ail requests of storage are satis- 
fied (i.e. no overflow occurs), 

(1) 

&d reports a simulation experiment verify% this ra 
hHionwhenp~l.Sin~usuaily~~l,(l)isknown 
as the ‘Yifty-percent rule” [1,2] . 

The purpose of this communication is TV derive a 
relationship between f, the average size c : t&e blocks in 
AVAIL, and r th block size in USE. Witil thts 
informat;on one determine thr fraction elf 

space which is reserved wnen tk * system 

* System iow, ?523 st &n . 
Ann& e 

(Le., N, M we constant). It will be shown that for 
p=l 

P j, =- (3) 

indicating &at operation under equilibrium is ineffi- 
cient in memory utilization. This value of p is sup- 
ported by Knuth’s simulation experiment [l] since he 
reports that a memory overflow occurred (equilibrium 
was destroyed) if the reserved portion of the total 
memory capacity exceeded $. 

The blocks in USE will be of three types, accord- 
ing to their location in memory with respect to the 
klo&s in .ZVAIL, assuming that the memory locations 
are numbered consecutively 0, 1, . . . . K-l where K is 
the capacity of the memory. Each block of the fist 
type, 01, will have a free blockat its “right” and ‘cleft”‘@. 
Each block of typ /3 will have a free block either at 
its right or left, but not both. Blocks of type 7 w;ll 
have a block from USE at their 
are A, B, (5: blocks of type a, 0, 
Obviously 1 f 3 

N=A +f?+c 



h@pmcimteIy (neglecting blocks at “edges” of 

;&et arc *Z tiza &cation of a block of free stor- 
~~&&&cord. Sii~ the system is uadsr equilibrium, 
[z$&~;assume that on the average or& one block in 
$3$B e&s AVAIL (becomes ‘Y+e”) in the time bc- 
f#4$- two m&e events lffis the average (over 
h7.OUL) 8f fm block sizes, after a block in USE enters 
AQAIL, f changes to 

.dnee thi newly freed block could have Esliriginated 
‘fm a, & y, witi probability (A/N), (./IV), (C/N) 
'te*tivdy*, and because if it is of tyw 4z the&un- 
?&#of b&&s in AVAIL wiu have decre.asedMby one, 
M&I ifIt 6 of typz 7 it would have increased M by 
one. A dy freed bkxk of typte fi w&d leave M UP 
changed Therefare 

th’ pendent of each 

therefore 

Mediately after an event, however. f’ i; c 
f’ asfo,llms. 

This is beca~ if a perfect fit [with probability (i-p)] 
is obtained A4 decreases by one and the average block 
in AVAIL remains of the same size, nrhtie if the fit is 
not perfect Mrcmains unchanged : Tjd a new block of 
size (j”-r) is added to AWUL. Therefore 

But if;frema& unchan@pd (in equilibrium) after each 
event we must h Eve 

!mce 

r=f, 

independently of p. Thus from (2) we cb%in 

1 
p= --i-~ 

. . 
l’Tj9 

yielding (3) when p 81 i. 

(10) 
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